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The AnySniper team is building a cross-chain trading platform with unparalleled 
functionality that will level the playing field in the DeFi space for the ordinary investor

.

The everyday investor faces numerous challenges in the often cut-throat marketplace 
of Decentralized Finance. These range from a lack of early information about new 
projects, inadequate data as to the safety of investing in tokens at an initial stage, 
inability to monitor investments 24/7 so as to protect from rugpulls and a lack of 
investment tools allowing them to compete with professional snipers and crypto 
whales. 



AnySniper proposes to demolish these barriers by offering a suite of interconnected 
trading services which its users can benefit from, in order to make quicker, safer and 
smarter investments, giving them more robust opportunities to secure profits. 


AnySniper



The idea of AnySniper was germinated from two ostensibly different but 
fundamentally interconnected concerns in the DeFi space. Between the years 
2020-21, blockchain and crypto adoption has risen exponentially. Increasing capital 
from retail investors finding its way into the nascent marketplace of decentralized 
finance has created opportunities as well as challenges. None can deny the power of 
DeFi to offer unprecedented financial freedom to its participants who have hitherto 
had no option other than TradFi. At the same time (and unsurprisingly), the spike in 
inflow of capital has also lead to a shocking increase in malicious activity. 



For instance, Chainalysis, a leading blockchain data analysis platform, has recently 
noted in a preview of its 2022 Crypto Crime Report that rugpulls accounted for 37% of 
all crypto scam revenues in 2021, as opposed to a mere 1% in 2020. It is estimated that 
$2.8 Billion has been stolen from innocent investors in the year 2021, within the DeFi 
space and across blockchains.



The average retail investors who typically are not coders and lack connections or 
insider information find themselves floundering in this fast paced marketplace. Hyped 
token launches seem appealing but impossible to get into. Call channels announce 
exciting opportunities where unwitting investors serve the purpose of providing exit 
liquidity to snipers and friends of developers. The rush to get in early can mean a lack 
of due diligence on the part of investors where they end up buying into honeypot 
tokens with identical names. 



Thus, the lack of investor education, early warning utilities and early buying tools 
coupled with an increasing number of malicious developers executing rugpulls has 
created a highly negative investor sentiment in 2022, creating substantial barriers to 
the inflow of fresh capital and threatening the very integrity of DeFi. 

Target Challenges and 
AnySniper Vision



The AnySniper platform presently under development is an advanced version of a bot 
that has already been put to use over 2021 by its developer. Observing the rapidly 
deteriorating DeFi space with alarm, the developer behind AnySniper and his team 
decided to add features that protect investors and equip them to trade more 
intelligently, with greater market awareness. 



Thus, the AnySniper platform at launch will possess the following functionalities:

AnySniper Solutions Suite

AnySniper was born when its lead developer, a successful DeFi trader, decided to 
publish his trading tools for use by the average investor. The intention behind this is to 
undo the damage wreaked across different blockchain ecosystems by malicious 
developers and revive investor confidence in decentralized finance. To this end, 
AnySniper is being developed by an experienced team of professionals who are 
passionate about the future of blockchain and cryptocurrency and committed to 
building a platform which changes the way DeFi is done. The proposed trading 
platform is being constructed to offer cross chain services, seeking to level the playing 
field for all players in decentralized finance.

A. Instant Contract Read.

Instant analysis of the contract code for every token as soon as it is deployed 
in the blockchain network, even before it is available for trading on an AMM 
like Uniswap or Pancakeswap, by reverse engineering the Solidity bytecode 
of the target token so that investors do not need to wait for the contract 
owner to publish its source code.



C. Anti Rugpull Measures

AnySniper performs live tracking of the actions executed by token-owner 
wallets on the blockchain, providing sufficient warning to AnySniper users 
and pre-empting rugpulls by ensuring that AnySniper users are able to sell 
their tokens before the malicious developer can pull liquidity from his own 
project.

B. Contract Analysis Bot

The AnySniper Contract Analysis service provides investors with a wide 
range of data points on any target token, including its name,symbol, 
contract addresses of the token and that of its owner. Other data points 
include:

The balance in the owner’s wallet,

Transaction tax for buy & sell orders (identify potential honeypot tokens 
before they are launched),

Slippage required for successfully executing token transactions

Max transaction limits imposed by the contract creator for various 
reasons, including anti-whale measures

Max wallet size permitted by the target token contract 

Contract functions identifying when its owner adds liquidity and permits 
token trading.

The number of dead blocks at launch, identifying the first safe block for 
trading.

D. Take Profit / Stop Loss 

AnySniper is the first trading platform in DeFi to offer a Take Profit / Stop 
Loss functionality across the leading blockchains in the world, allowing 
investors to:

Identify the target profit price (or profit percentage) at which they want 
to liquidate their token holding in any project — AnySniper sells 
automatically when the target is hit.

•	Identify the target loss price (or loss percentage) at which they want to 
liquidate their token holding in any project — AnySniper sells 
automatically when the target is hit.



E. Multi-Wallet Management 

AnySniper users can monitor and manage their multiple wallets via the 
platform’s dashboard. 



This will include the ability to use the AnySniper snipe function 
simultaneously from multiple wallets, as well, thereby reducing the 
possibility of hitting max wallet limits and risking gas feels lost on failed 
transaction due to inadequate slippage during hyped launches.

F. AnySniper Sniping Utility

As stated before, the AnySniper platform was born from a bot that has been 
put to effective use by the team behind the project. 



Taking note of the rapid loss of trust in the DeFi space, the lead developer 
decided to modify the bot, add functionalities and create a platform with 
open access to all investors so that they could utilize the very same 
investment tools. 



Investors with a specific token holding will be granted unrestricted access 
to the AnySniper Sniping Utility which will place them on par with the best 
snipers in business. 



This utility works not only for tokens but also for intelligent and prompt 
acquisitions of NFTs, providing diverse opportunities for AnySniper users.

G. AnySniper Launchpad

After the initial stages of platform launch and adoption, having earned 
investor confidence by delivering on our commitment to reducing rugpulls 
and avoiding honeypots, AnySniper will work towards incubating an in-
house launchpad for third party projects across the leading blockchain 
networks. 



AnySniper Launchpad will offer projects where the Developers are doxxed 
to the AnySniper platform and contracts are vetted for integrity. 



The success or failure of any project are subject to market forces, but 
Launchpad projects will benefit from the reputation of safety that we shall 
develop over time.  of safety that we shall develop over time.  



The $SNIPE token was launched on January 23, 2022, with a max supply of 
1,000,000,000 (1 Billion) tokens, all having entered circulation upon launch. 
Ownership of the $SNIPE contract has been renounced. 



The underlying purpose of the $SNIPE token is a tokenization of the utilities 
offered by the AnySniper platform. Holders of $SNIPE will be granted tiered 
access to the AnySniper suite of services depending upon the extent of their 
token holding, with holders possessing more than 8 Million $SNIPE tokens 
being granted unrestricted access.



All profitable trades executed by AnySniper Sniping Utility users will be subject 
to a tax and the funds accumulated thereby shall be reinvested into further 
project development.



Buy and Sell transactions of $SNIPE are taxed at 12% each, distributed as 
under:

$SNIPE TOKEN

Marketing : 5% Development : 4% Liquidity : 3%
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We envision a cross chain trading platform which places trading information 
instantaneously at the fingertips of the normal retail investors in the DeFi space, 
empowering them to make quick, informed and intelligent trading decisions. Whilst 
empowering our investors, we intend to protect them from falling prey to the 
machinations of malicious developers that are increasingly plaguing DeFi. By doing 
so, our intention is to ensure that investor capital goes to deserving projects build by 
genuine and transparent crypto developers. Blockchain and cryptocurrency will lay at 
the heart of human innovation in the years to come, and we intend to be an integral 
part of this journey.

IN SUMMARY


